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I. INTRODUCTION ~~@

4“
In this contribution I am going to discuss the development of large arrays of Compt@ !!@

Suppressed, High Purity Germanium (HpGe) detectors and the physics that has been, that
is being, and that will be done with them. These arrays and their science have dominated
low-energy nuclear structure research for the last twenty years and will continue to do so
in the foreseeable future. John Sharpey Schafer played a visionary role in convincing a
skeptical world that the development of these arrays would lead to a path of enlightenment.
The extent to which he succeeded can be seen both through the world-wide propagation of
ever more sophisticated devices, and through the world-wide propagation of his students. I,
personally, would not be working in research if it were not for Johns inspirational leadership.
I am eternally grateful to him. Many excellent reviews of array physics have been made in
the past which can provide detailed background reading. The review by Paul Nolan [1],
another ex-Sharpey Schafer student, is particularly comprehensive and clear.

II. THE NEED FOR LARGE GAMMA-RAY ARRAYS

In the beginning, in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s, well before I was a student, most nuclear struc-
tural information was gained from light-ion induced reactions or from beta-decay. The thrust
of the research was aimed at PRECISION; precise measurements of the quantum numbers
of SPECIFIC low-lying states. The experimental emphasis was CONTROL of what states
were populated and how they were prepared. These measurements could then be used to test
the (then) new models of nuclear structure, the spherical shell model, the deformed (Nils-
son) shell model and the collective rotational and vibrational models. The tools matched
the task. Light-ion reactions could be used to populate selected states, and careful choice
of reaction and beam energy could allow rather few states of interest to be investigated
selectively. Further, the choice of inelastic scattering, transfer- and fusion- reactions re-
vealed diverse information about the states and their occupancy. Because rather few states
were populated, and generally with reasonable cross-sections (> 10s mb) the experimental
equipment was, by today’s standards, quite simple. In gamma-ray spectroscopy a single,
small, Germanium detector could be used to measure lifetimes of states or angular distribu-
tions. Modest arrays of scintillating detectors could measure more complicated directional
correlations. All this was good and great progress was made.

Then heavy-ions came along. They had great promise [2] in vastly widening the scope of
nuclear spectroscopy to encompass nuclei at high excitation energy, high spin and far from
stability. They possibility of populating EXOTIC and UNUSUAL states was opened up,
and exotic and unusual nuclear models were suggested. However, heavy-ions carried a lot of
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baggage. Almost allcontrol of thereactions was lost. Themutual Coulomb

,

barriers were so
high that following each reaction a continuum of many thousands of states were populated.
There was initially no way to individually select and study them. It has taken rnorethan
twenty years to really come toterms with this fact and rebuild our experiments to take full
advantage of the reactions we are forced to employ to prepare the exotic states. In these
two decades gamma-ray spectroscopy has emerged as the most powerful experiment altool
which can step into the heavy-ion chaos and extract useful physics.

Now, at the turn ofthe millennium, we are contemplating producing beams ofunstable
radionuclides [3,4]. These beams will again broaden the scope ofwhat is meant by nuclear
structure research. In particular they will allow usto reach out towards thelimits of nuclear
binding and generalize nuclear structure models to encompass all bound systems. Already,
theoretical models are in place which predict phenomena which do not occur along the
valley of stability. In some ways life may become easier as these beams of exotic nuclei
may allow us to go back to controlled reactions, in inverse kinematics, and return to using
light-ion reaction selectivity. However, the lessons of heavy-ions have been well learned, and
considerable thought is being dedicated to new experimental techniques in parallel with the
development of new accelerators.

III. THE PROPERTIES DESIRED OF BIG ARRAYS

Following a heavy-ion reaction above the Coulomb barrier, particularly a heavy-ion fusion
reaction, a hot blob of nuclear matter is produced which is internally excited to many
10’s MeV and may have up to 100units of angular momentum. Cooling starts by boiling
off nucleons. The process is statistical, and involves protens, neutrons, alphas and lesser
numbers of deuterons and heavier ions. Many final nuclides can be produced, frequently
more than twenty of them, with production cross-sections varying from 100’s mb to a few
nb. The residues are still hot, and continue to cool to their ground states by emitting a
series of gamma-rays, perhaps 30 in number and usually of different energy in each final
nucleus. It is these gamma-rays which tell us about the quantum mechanics of the nucleus
as it cools to its groundst ate. Two distinct challenges emerge: identifying which nucleus
emitted the gamma-rays, and then locating the emitting state in the nucleus. To reliably
perform both tasks calls for a powerful and sophisticated experiment. Let us start in the
gamma-ray sector and decide what characteristics are needed. I will then talk specifically
about one experiment and the development of auxiliary trigger detectors to improve channel
selection through isotope identification. The gamma-ray characteristics we need are:-

1. Energy Resolution: The overall gamma-ray spectrum may contain several hundred
distinct transitions. Measuring the photopeaks accurately, and resolving close-spaced
lines is a key to high-quality spectroscopy. High purity intrinsic germanium detectors,
with efficiency approaching that of a 3“ x 3“ sodium iodide crystal are the detectors of
choice, as they have energy resolution of 2 x 10–3, compared to scintillator detectors
which have 10–1 resolution.

2. Spectrum Quality (peak/total):
measuring the energy, intensity,

Nuclear structure information is deduced through
and perhaps the polarization of gamma transitions
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between well defined quantum states. Only the photopeaks, when the full transition
energy is measured, are of interest. However, nuclear transitions are frequently in ex-
cess of 1000 keV and are difficult to fully absorb, especially in a solid-state detector. To
reduce the number of incompletely-absorbed events, each detector can be surrounded
by an active anti-scattering veto shield. If designed carefully, the photopeak efficiency
can be as high as 60% for 1.3 MeV gamma-rays, twice that of similarly-sized scin-
tillators. The development of such “ anti-Compton” shields was very important in
developing the current generation of gamma-arrays.

High Efficiency: We have seen the problem with heavy-ion reactions is the fragmenta-
tion of the population over many states. Each state is modestly populated. To collect
sufficient data on individual states requires an efficient detector, ideally covering 47r
around the target and collecting 100% of the radiation.

Good Multi-Hit Capability: If several gamma-rays hit a single detector and “pile-up”
the information is lost. Thus, the solid angle of each detector element needs to be less
than 47r/(number of gamma rays), to keep the multi-hit probability low. In addition,
for many reactions involving short-lived states, the gamma-rays are emitted while the
source nucleus is moving. Consequently, Doppler corrections are needed which can
achieved if the angle of gamma emission is determined. More segmentation means
better angle determination and better Doppler corrections and angular correlations.

Calorimetry: It has become clear that in many applications, catching the entire
gamma-ray flux and measuring the total emitted gamma ray energy and the num-
ber of gamma-rays (the multiplicity) is very desirable for channel selection. This can
be done by adding all the energies in each HpGe and BGO shield, or by having a
separate “inner-ball” to measure the flux distribution.

High Countrate Capability: This simply allows MORE data to be collected, which is
good. Typical contemporary detectors are limited to about 10,000 events/second.

A little History

1964 First Ge(Li) Detectors
Ewan and Taverdale Can. J. Phys. 42 (1964) 2286

1969 First Ge(Li) Detectors with Compton Shields
Ward, Hausser et al. (Chalk River)

1976 CSS g-g coincidence experiment
Bebehani et al. J. Phys. G2 (1977) 22

1980 Multiple CSS Array at N.B.I.
Twin, Herskind and Garrett

1984 CSS Array at Daresbury with BGO Calorimeter
Twin, Riley, Simpson, Nolen, Sharpey Schafer et al.

1987 Essa 30 Array. First big international collaboration
(Daresbury, N.B.I., Milan)

1987 Gammasphere Concept
Stephens
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1992 Big Arrays Arrive
GASP, Eurogam and Gammasphere

1990’s The Era of Big Array Physics
Berkeley, Argonne, Legnaro, Strasbourg

IV. GAMMASPHERE

To give some idea of contemporary research with big gamma-ray arrays I am going to
present data from Gammasphere, the U.S. National Gamma Ray Facility. This is by no
means meant to detract from the excellent work done at the other large arrays, either built
(like GASP at Legnaro, or Euroball at Strasburg) or coming on line (like Afrodite at NAC,
Jurosphere at Jyvaskyla, or the new Yale and Oak Ridge Arrays), nor to ignore the many
new devices being developed in other laboratories. It is more a statement of what I am most
familiar with, and perhaps a biased view of where we are headed.

Gammasphere has many of the desirable features which we have already discussed. For
pioneering research in the high-spin regime, it was constructed with high photopeak efficiency
(about 10% for 1.33 MeV gamma-rays), good energy resolution (<2.4 keV at 1.33 MeV),
good photopeak-to-total response (> 55% of 1.33 MeV events are in the photopeak) and
high granularity (> 100 high-purity germanium (HpGe) detector channels, of which 65 are
segmented, to allow precise Doppler correction and minimize the chance of “double-hits”).
The device has a high degree of mechanical symmetry which is ideal for angular correlation
studies. The whole spectrometer, both HpGe detectors and their BGO anti-Compton shields,
can be used for photon calorimetry by adding the energy deposited in the nearly 900 active
elements.

Gammasphere has been operating at the ATLAS accelerator at Argonne National Labo-
ratory since January ’98. It was built at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and used primarily
as a powerful spectrometer for studying nuclei at the highest spins [5]. In the scope of this
talk I am not going to discuss much about high-spin physics, mainly due to shortness of
time, but also as there are many excellent talks at this conference which will emphasize this
aspect of big-array physics.

When the device was moved to Argonne, it was proposed to harness its unique capabil-
ities in a new way, by using its efficiency and granularity to tackle new physics problems,
mainly concerning nuclei of astrophysical interest, very heavy nuclei, and nuclei far-from-
stability along the proton dripline. In all these cases, the challenge is to study nuclei which
are produced in heavy-ion reactions at the part-per-million level (sub-microbarn). To obtain
a suitable degree of selectivity, Gammasphere has seldom been operated alone, and most
usually with microball [6] and neutron detectors [7], forming an efficient light-particle detec-
tor, but most frequently with the Argonne Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA) and its auxiliary
detectors [8]. When a suitable triggering technique is available, and several are discussed
later in this article, spectroscopic measurements have been made on states populated with
cross-sect ions below 100nb. Such a level of sensitivity allows research on nuclei beyond the
proton dripline in many cases, and studies of the heaviest nuclei beyond Z=1OO.
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V. TRIGGERING

Three experimental directions have been followed in recent years in order to obtain the
level of channel selection which is needed; using electromagnetic, light-particle, or final
residuedetect ion.

In electromagnetic selection the photons (gamma-rays or X-rays) are used to identify
BOTH the nuclei AND the states of interest. Gammasphere is particularly good at this
means of selection, as it is efficient for detecting many gamma-rays in coincidence. By
selecting a series of gamma-rays of defined energy a unique pathway can sometimes be es-
tablished which isolates the state of interest through its de-excitation pathway. This type
of selection has dominated progress in “high-spin” physics for many years [5]. This method
of channel selection is experimentally straightforward, as the gamma-ray detector is also
the channel selection device, so Gammasphere can operate “standalone”. However, it has
shortcomings arising from the complexity of heavy-ion induced gamma-ray spectra and from
the detector response, which are difficult to overcome and limit the overall sensitivity which
can be achieved. Typically, selection at the lmb level is possible using photons alone. A
set of Gammasphere-compatible large-area LEPS detectors have recently been purchased
to enhance selection of low-energy photons through improved resolution and timing. In
particular, for heavy nuclei, triggering on atomic X-rays may become viable. The Gam-
masphere VXI electronics are also to be upgraded in order to improve the response to low
energy photons. In some circumstances, all the elements in Gammasphere can be used
for calorimetry, to determine the entry region which the final nucleus is in after particle
evaporation. This calorimetric method is particularly useful when several different reaction
processes are happening, and can be useful for suppressing (or enhancing) Coulomb excita-
tion, fission, or transfer reactions, from fusion. When photon calorimetry is used with light
particle evaporation, or residue detection, extra selectivity can be achieved.

In light particle channel selection, the light particles which are evaporated immediately
following heavy-ion fusion are used to infer which states are reached in the reaction. For a
known monoisotopic target and a pure beam, a measurement of the multiplicity of evapo-
rated light particles (protons, deutrons, alphas, neutrons) can allow the final isotope to be
inferred. Beyond that, if the particle energies and angles are measured, then the excitation
energy in the nucleus can be extracted. The technique is efficient, flexible, and relatively
inexpensive. In fact, it is frequently the case that all the evaporated particles need not be
detected, but can be inferred, so there is great scope for creative data analysis to maximize
the efficiency for any particular desired level of channel selection. Further, the velocity of
the final residue can be extracted to improve Doppler correction of the subsequent gamma-
radiation. The technique can be very sensitive and is only limited by target and beam
contamination, countrates, and the overall efficiency of particle detection. With an efficient
charged particle detector, like microball [6] and a neutron array [7], this method can be
routinely effective down to the 10’s of microbarn level.

Finally, channel selection can be achieved through direct detection of the residues pro-
duced in the heavy-ion reaction using a zero-degree spectrometer. The Fragment MaSS
Analyzer (FMA) at Argonne [8] is an electric-magnetic-electric dipole spectrometer which
suppresses the non-interacting beam and mass-disperses the residues. The mass dispersion
of the measurement can be as high as 1/450 FWHM. The ions are detected in transmis-
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sion avalanche counters (PGAC) or Channel-Plate (CP) detectors. Beyond the focal plane
several techniques can be used to provide further isotopic identification. For light (A< 100
nuclei) the characteristics of stopping in gas can give excellent Z-identification if E/A> 1.5
MeV/A. For heavier nuclei the groundstate decay characteristics of alpha, proton, or beta-
delayed protons can be used after the ions are embedded in large-area silicon strip detectors
(DSSDS). The Recoil Decay Tagging method RDT [9] is then used to correlate prompt
gamma-rays in Gammasphere with the subsequent decay. Finally, isomeric gamma-decays
can be used for selection [10]. These techniques are all very sensitive, but inefficient (typ-
ically only a few percent) and are frequently limited only by the amount of data which is
collected. Many experiments at the sub-microbarn level have been performed and some
projects have reached the sub-100 nb level.

Naturally, these methods can all be used together to compliment each other in overdefin-
ing the channels of interest. Overdefinition is an important goal, as each technique has
shortcomings which can lead to mis-identification. Determining the state of interest by in-
dependent means can remove these problems and lead to a new level of sensitivity. However,
the challenge is making the experiments sufficiently efficient for useful physics. Even with
perfect channel selection experiments at the 10’s nanobarn level will be extremely difficult
with Gammasphere, due to lack of raw detection efficiency. Consequently, considerable ef-
fort is being dedicated
countrate capability.

to a” next-generation” gamma-array with higher efficiency and faster

VI. NEW DRIPLINE PHYSICS

More than 50 experiments have been performed since Gammasphere started operation
at ANL in January 1998. There is obviously not enough space to discuss all these projects,
so I will present just a few key topics in order to give a sense of some of the main thrust of
research.

Light nuclei in the p- and sd- shell are still pivotal in our understanding of nuclear struc-
ture, as it is in these light nuclei that our theories are most developed, and our experimental
data base is most complete. Every new model, be it relativistic mean field models, cluster
models, monte carlo shell models or Hartree Fock models is tested here and compared to
the existing excellent shell model calculations and to the data. Unfortunately, the location
and gamma-decay of some of the most interesting high spin states are not experimentally
known, as they are highly particle unbound by more than 10 MeV, so cannot be used to
test the models. The states are expected to have very small radiative gamma-branches,
perhaps of 10-3 of the population, so are very difficult to observe even with Gammasphere.
However, by combining Gammasphere with the FMA, used as a time-of-flight spectrometer,
great progress appears possible. The key is to use a two-body nuclear reaction so the kine-
matics of the reaction reveal which states were populated. Highly excited states mean there
is little energy left for kinetics, so the residues recoil slowly. Thus, measuring the velocity
of each ion marks its parentage, then the decay gamma rays can be sought. In principle
this is a” singles” experiment as only the linking transition between the state of interest and
the low lying states is sought. However, the branching ratios of the decay from each state
to its low-lying daughters provides a critical test of the wavefunction. We have been using
the 12C(1G0,a)24kfg reaction to develop this concept. We have performed one successful
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experiment and have found candidates for J= 10 states in to 18-21 hIeV excitation range.
However, we are having to learn special tricks to operate Gammasphere in singles mode,
as its readout is optimized for low-rate, multiparameter data, but it appears considerable

24J19, and also perhaps clusterprogress should be possible in seeking shell model states in
states formed as resonances in l*C +12 C’ reactions, and exotic high-spin shapes in 2*SZand
32s

Mirror nuclei, with conjugate proton and neutron numbers, have long been used as
laboratories for precise measurements of the properties of the nuclear force, in particular its
symmetries. At the level of Coulomb shifts arising from the different numbers of protens,
a charge symmetric nuclear force would lead to identical spectra in mirror pairs. This is
indeed the case for many low-lying states in light nuclei with “identicality” at the level of
10s keV. For states which are not strongly bound this symmetry can break down as poorly
bound protons (or neutrons) spill out of the central field and become even less bound.
In intermediate mass nuclei this will always be the case when the N=Z line approaches
the proton dripline. Here, comparison of T=+l/2 nuclear states (which are relatively well
bound) to their T=-1/2 partner levels which may be technically unbound, will give us
highly precise information from which we can extract information on modifications of surface
diffuseness, single particle levels, pairing and residual interactions. Previous experiments
[11] have reached the mid fp-shell, but using Gammasphere we have progressed to T=l/2
projects with A=53,65 and 79 so the approach to the proton unbound limit can be followed.

Groundstate proton radioactivity is a clean and unambiguous experimental signature
that the proton dripline has been reached. Much progress has been made in understanding
proton decay spectroscopy [12], which now extends from just above tin to above lead. This
progress includes finding many new proton emitters, extraction of spectroscopic factors,
studying deformed emission and observing fine structure. Studies of excited states in these
nuclei is of great interest, as detailed spectroscopy can yield information on subtle modifica-
tions of the mean field and pairing in dripline and “ post-dripline” nuclei. At some level all
states in these nuclei should exhibit competition between gamma and particle decay, but the
nature of that competition is extremely sensitive to the individual wavefunct ions. Before the
current round of Gammasphere experiments, only preliminary “singles” investigations using
RDT on proton emitters had been reported [9], due to the low cross-sections for dripline
isotope production and the inefficient experiments. Now, the technique has become routine
and detailed gamma-ray correlation measurements can be made. Investigations of” in-beam”
spectroscopy of groundstate proton emitters 1091[13], 113CS,141170,147Hj, 155Ta have all
been made and are undergoing analysis. Several more experiments are awaiting beam time.
Somewhat nearer to stability, investigations of groundstate alpha-emitters have begun to fill
out the landscape between the dripline and the lightest nuclei previously studied and clarify
systematic trends as the dripline is approached. Considerable progress has been made in
the Os-Pt-Hg region [14].

In principle, radioactive beams can enhance the production of dripline nuclei. To date,
the beams have not been of suitable quality or sufficiently intense to supplant careful stable
beam research. In order to investigate where the break-even occurs for gamma-ray spec-
troscopy, and to identify when radioactive beams come into their own, we used a modest
56Ni beam which was produced for an astrophysical investigation [15]. The beam was not
pure, containing 56(70 and 5GFe, and was low in intensity, having about 104 5GNi ions/see,
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more than a million times less intense than normal stable beams. However, by inducing
fusion with 921kfoand using the selectivity of the Gammasphere/FhIA, gamma-rays associ-
ated with the decays of low lying states in 142’144Dy were observed. These nuclei are already
known, but lie at the periphery of stable-beam research. It was clear from this first inves-
tigation that only a modest improvement in the beam, perhaps to 106 particles/see, would
lead to nuclei which cannot presently be reached.

Gammasphere is a near-perfect device for Coulomb Excitation studies. Its efficiency,
granularity and symmetry allow precise angular correlation measurements to be made which
can be compared to theory. Two types of study are fruitful, either using thick targets for high
yield, or using thin targets and correlating gammas with Rutherford scattered ions. Both
techniques are being actively pursued in the Gammasphere program. Several thick target
measurements of plutonium isotopes have been made following the technique suggested by
Ward [16], in which the quantitative aspect of electromagnetic excitation is sacrificed for
enhanced yield. In these studies a lead beam at an energy about 10?10above the classical
Coulomb barrier is used to maximize the probability of multi-step excitation. The nuclei
are stopped in the target, so gamma-gamma correlations can be made free of Doppler shifts.
Many new bands of states have been found and followed to high spin. One- and two- neutron
transfer channels have been observed, found at the few 70 level, so neighboring odd-A nuclei
can be simultaneously studied. To date, 238–44Pu have been investigated [17]. It is clear
that octupole correlations play an important role in all structural aspects of these nuclei.
Strongly populated octupole bands have been found in all cases, which, with rotation, mix
and perturb the groundstate band probably causing alignment and backbending anomalies.

Beyond plutonium, new elements have been synthesized to Z=112 by the meticulous work
of the GSI and Dubna groups who inferred the relative stability of these elements through
observing their groundstate alpha decays. These very heavy nuclei are all prevented from
undergoing spontaneous fission by shell effects. Theoretical calculations indicate that defor-
mation plays a key role in maximizing the binding energy. However, many open questions
remain: how are the residues are formed in fusion reactions?, how deformed are they?, what
deformed shell-configurations are responsible for the fission barrier?, and how does their
shell-stability change with rot ation? To address these issues, “in-beam” spectroscopy using
Gammasphere coupled to the FMA is ideal. The recoils are identified following the GSI
method of correlated alphas, but the RDT method can be then used to identify prompt
gamma rays emitted shortly after formation of the nuclei while it is still rotating. Several
experiments, producing the Z= 102 element 254N0in the ZO*p5(MCa,2n)Z54N0 reaction have

been completed successfully [18,19], both at Gammasphere and using the RITU separator at
Jyvaskyla, culminating with the identification of gamma-rays in the groundstate rotational
band to spin J“ = 18+. The deformation was found to be @= O.27(2), close to some theoret-
ical predict ions, and the intensities of the band indicate the shell-stabilized fission barrier is
robust against rotation to surprisingly high spin. Many possibilities for novel experiments
in these heavy nuclei now seem open.

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF BIG ARRAY PHYSICS

We appear to have tamed heavy-ion fusion reactions for gamma-ray spectroscopy and
are enjoying the fruits of our labours. .Of course, the reactions themselves can still frustrate
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us in limiting which states are populated. Some exotic nuclei, and some states (particularly
non-yrast states) are difficult to reach. For a while we have been improving our channel
selection devices to increase the sensitivity of our experiments, and have reached a point
where once again we need to make considerable progress in our gamma-detection technology.
Even state-of-the art detectors like Gammasphere are simply not efficient enough to reach
the states of greatest interest. How then to proceed? Three trends are apparent.

Firstly, and most excitingly, the production of high-quality radioactive beams of intensity
similar to that we have available now in the stable domain is becoming a reality. Not only
will this open whole new domains of nuclei to be studied, but it will also allow a much more
diverse collection of experimental techniques to be used. This will profoundly influence the
history of our understanding of nuclear structure.

Secondly, the gamma-arrays are changing, in efficiency, in granularity and in countrate
capability. The efficiency issue is clear. Even Gammasphere, at 10% is not very efficient on
an absolute scale, and clearly advancing towards 100% would be very advantageous. That
is, the anti-Compton shields would be discarded and replaced with a solid Germanium shell.
However, words are cheap, and exactly how this is to be achieved is not clear. Intense R&D
is underway to explore the possibilities. In the germanium shell, the track of gamma-rays
needs to be followed. That is, the detectors will become position sensitive. This offers many
new advantages in Doppler reconstruction and in polarization measurement. Finally, the
detectors will count at least 10 times faster than contemporary detectors. This capability
comes from enhanced segmentation and new signal processing methods. It is interesting that
we take it completely for granted that faster computers and data acquisition systems will be
coming shortly, as this has been the case during the era of big arrays. However, perhaps one
change of importance will be that more intelligent “front-ends” are used instead of spooling
vast amounts of data to some storage medium.

Finally, I would point to sociological changes. When I started research, a scientist with
a few students could build his own equipment and be a world leader. Now this is not
the case and the best research groups are large close-knit teams of scientists with diverse,
but overlapping skills. This will continue, and I think our field will be strengthened by it,
though I know many researchers fear it. When Gamrnasphere moved to Argonne, I proposed
selecting twelve key experiments and focusing on doing those projects as well as possible,
allocating each one months of beam time and getting all the interested scientists to work
together. Naturally, perhaps rightly, the community and the Program Advisory Committee
found this highly amusing. It did not happen, and we have continued “business as usual”
doing many three and four day projects. However, in fact, many of these experiments have
great overlap, and if the scientists involved had worked together to build one or two superior
experiments, I think the cause would have been further advanced.

It maybe thought that building of big experiments and big teams of scientists would lead
to the diminishing role of individual contributions. This is simply not so, and larger groups of
people working harmoniously together involve more inspiring and wiser leadership. In South
Africa today this can be seen everywhere around us and at every level, in the leadership of
Nelson Mandela here on a national scale, in John Sharpey Schafers leadership of the NAC,
and in the enthusiastic and committed contributions of the many new young people coming
into the field. This is an exciting time both for South Africa and for nuclear physics.
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